The neural bases underlying within or between-language picture naming was investigated by using event-related fMRI. The present suudy explorered the following two goals: The first is to compare cortical activation areas relevant to naming process in native and foreign language, and to decide whether the activation pattern of the foreign word will be the same as native words or not. The next is to find the cerebral areas involved only in alternating language switching between native and foreign language condition. Differential activation patterns were observed for language switching against one-language. Both naming tasks all activated the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) as expected. However the differences in naming between languages were reflected in the activation amount of the LIFG, namely more activation in naming the native language than the foreign language. Especially, naming of the foreign word from English showed the similar area and size in activation with native language suggesting that the process of borrowed noun resembles that of native common noun. And the language switching between languages newly activated the right middle frontal gyrus as well as the left inferior frontal areas. The right middle frontal gyrus engagement in switching conditions obviously identified that right hemisphere is recruited in code switching possibly with respect to meta-cognition controlling language index at a subconscious level. 
Introduction
Bilingual aphasic syndrome occurring after the damage to brain has taken our attention because of the co-occurrence with language switching, mixing, and pathological mixing as well as diverse patterns of recoveries [1] [2] [3] . The bilingual aphasics often switch from one language to other languages, alternating their language type involuntarily or unconsciously. Language switching or mixing is also present in normal bilinguals, but such an apparent phenomena in the brain-damaged differ in that the pattern of language performance is uncontrollable irrespective of their specific foreign language use. Even when only one language is needed to depict a picture or event in a stationary scene, or within a sentence, the patients tend to repeat the same behavioral pattern described above.
So the patterns is not hard to differentiate each other, language switching syndrome can be classified as pragmatic disorder and its lesion is mainly over bilateral prefrontal lobes. On the other hand language mixing as one of aphasic disorder similar to Wernicke's aphasia has its lesion in ambient of posterior rolandic fissure [4] [5] .
Main focus of the current paper we are paying attention to is how bilingual language will be represented in the brain. More recent researches related with bilingual language switching were concentrated on using neuroimaging technique such as PET(positron emission tomography), fMRI(functional magnetic resonance imaging), etc [6] . There is a study showing overlapping of activation in Broca's and Wernicke's area for each language by early bilingualㄴ whereas an activation in only Broca's area by late bilinguals suggesting that late second language is represented differently from early one [7] . Also there are reports that investigated switching within-language lexical switches in English-Spain bilinguals using ERP [8] [9] .
Their results show lexical switches enhanced N400 component across centro-parietal region whereas code switches elicited an increased N400 mainly over fronto-central area, and large posterior positivity (LPC) peak around at 600ms suggesting that switching cost may vary depending on whether the lexical item comes from within the native language or from another language. There were many studies reported the cognitive processes underlying language switching.
The first model to account for the switching mechanism is a neurocognitive model recruiting 5 briain regions associated with cognitive control: attention related area(dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, bilateral supramarginal gyrus), error detection related area(anterior cingulate cortex), and cortical activation mediating area(caudate) [10] [11] 
Methods

Participants
13 healthy right-handed volunteers with a mean age of 25.8 (range 21 to 28) participated in this study. They were all proven to be right-handed throuth the right-handness assessment (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory) test [13] . In the current experiment the participants were all native Korean speakers (L1) learned English (L2) as a foreign language in classroom instruction after the age of 12. The parameters of general characteristics related with the participants are described in Table 1 . In addition, all had normal or corrected to normal vision and no subject had a known history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. The written informed consent was obtained from all participants according to protocols approved by the Ethical Commitee of Gwangju University of Korea before starting off all experimental procedures.
[ 
Materials and Procedures
The materials of the experiment consisted of the object pictures. The stimuli were the line drawing objects. Subjects were asked to name the stimuli in the native or foreign language. And the conditions were counter-balanced according to the order of participation.
[ Table 2 ] Specification of procedure in the two experiment conditions All experimental tasks were conducted to keep utterance covert so as to minimize the movement acquiring the image.
[ Fig. 1 ] An example of picture naming set. Violin (Korean noun borrowed from English) sounds /vaiolin / in Korean, book (normal noun) sounds /tsɛk/ in Korean; The picture of 1 dot should be read in Korean, 2 dot in English.
Image Data Acquisition and Analysis
Subjects lay supine in a ISOL 3.0T forte MRI scanner equipped with EPI, their heads being secured to minimize movement artifacts. During fMRI scanning stimuli were presented visually on a computer screen. Irrespective of L1 or L2, this similar activation seem to suggest that the noun of foreign word from English was processed like the word production of the native language [ Fig. 2 ]. Specific cerebral regions and activation levels were verified in Table 3 .
[ Table 3 ] Brain regions where activation was present during the picture naming only in one language condition
Switching Condition
During object naming in the switching condition for indicates that there is a need for more effortful cognitive retrieval processing load in less dominant second language as seen in Table 3 .
To summarize the results in switching condition, the main suggestion is like that in case of not setting language mode, switching load recruits another involvement of right hemisphere unlike conditions of language already fixed. Specific cerebral regions and activation levels are the following Table 4 .
[ Fig. 3 ] Activation map for switching condition in Korean (1), in English (2) in upper 2 panels, and the map of the differential contrast switching minus one-language condition in lower 2 panels (threshold at uncorrected p < .001, corrected on cluster level at .05)
[ Table 4 ] Brain regions where activation was present during the picture naming in switching condition
Discussion
The current study was performed to investigate the neural structure related to producing name of picture of object in native or foreign language on the subjects who learned English before and after the age of 12 and reached a level of fluency of speaking in English.
Above all, in this study we examined the effects related with language switching between two languages on the cerebral correlates involved in picture naming with a basis of response to one-language condition.
As is well known in general aphasic syndrome like language switching and mixing after brain damage in bilinguals they have diverse characteristics with respect to language production. Particularly the former in question known to take native and foreign language by turns after brain damage occurs irrespective of whoever is the companion of conversation. To the contrary, mixing is said to be scrambled between native and foreign language in the same sentence.
Though these syndromes are common to normal bilinguals, brain-damaged patients shows pathologic switching or mixing pattern stated above in language use. Therefore even in the condition under being asked to be said in only one language, the similar behavioral pattern continued which is defined as a pathologic behavior. Some descriptions of code-switching related with language also imply a certain level of linguistic competence in the languages used because the speakers use two languages or dialects simultaneously or interchangeably [15] . In many bilingual or multilingual communities it's a ordinay occurrence and may be defined as normative linguistic behavior [16] . From their studies, we come to know that language switching is not just a kind of dysfluent speech, rather the switching from one code to another is consistent extra-linguistically. But because the switching in such a meaning need the approach related to sociolinguistic behavior, in this current study, switching is limited in a narrow sense which means exchangeability between two languages available in use.
First of all we had to address whether cerebral activation pattern produced by Korean or English picture naming will be alike or not. Specifically how borrowed noun from English is represented on cerebral activation under the same as one-language condition.
The next objective was to confirm the areas elicited by picture naming without fixing a specific language type to respond. This is why brain activation areas related with alternating language in practical use is yet not known and can be affected by the relationship between native and foreign language use. Particularly there is few report to date about the results under the condition with which language type to respond is randomly varying. In this respect the results from this study will inform another role of right hemisphere and serve the key to interpretate the right hemisphere activation in language production tasks.
Conclusion
The main concern in this study was to confirm the activation areas involved in switching condition as well as within-language condition. In this current experiment, we used Event-related fMRI to find the brain area of the processing engendered when a subject encounters unexpected switch from one language to another. To the end we compared the picture naming not fixed code-switching with the results produced by fixed one-language condition. As indicated in other studies we also showed that picture naming resulted in activation in frontal cortex which extends to precentral gyrus basically including left inferior frontal gyrus as well as right homologue with a smaller area [17] . These results are in parallel with the findings indicating more effortful semantic retrieval [18] . Particularly in the case of producing the noun of foreign word from English similar pattern of activation was newly observed in the naming of native noun with one-language condition.
Lastly we can elucidate new region of interest in the right middle frontal gyrus related only with unexpected language switching as a novel observation. This finding suggests that right hemisphere activation are more involved when given a condition of language switching than that of one-language and its implication is related with a key mediator in cognitive control between languages. In summary unexpected switching between languages is more difficult to alternate code including access to the meaning than to respond with lexical item as expected.
